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OVERVIEW

Stunning Modernista villa with listed landscaped garden
stretching out as far as Sant Pol beachfront. An authentic
Mediterranean gem.

Modernista villa for sale on the seafront of Sant Pol beach, between Sant Feliu de
Guixols and S'Agaro, just a few metres away from the luxury residential area, La
Gavina. There are various gourmet restaurants next to the beach.

The villa was built in the year 1908, designed by the famous Modernista architect
Josep Goday, known also for his work with Puig I Cadafalch, another renowned
architect in the Modernista period. The interior was updated in 2004, fully renovating
the bathrooms and the kitchen as well as the gas installation. The terraces and porch
were also restored in 2009.

The property offers 6 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, a kitchen, dining room and various
living areas spread over 3 levels. It offers a total built surface area of 464 m² and part
of the basement, currently used as a storage room, has potential to be renovated to
become an independent dwelling. The property requires updating in parts and
features stunning Modernista period features such as the charming mosaic floor tiles
and stained glass window panes.

It boasts views of the sea and the listed private garden which is flat and measures
2,175 m², also designed by Josep Goday and featuring its orginal landscaping with lime
blossom trees, pine trees and many other Mediterranean plants and trees which are
well maintained. The plot stretches out as far as the seafront and, from the garden
level, there is a monumental stairway that leads down to the building's ground floor.

A truly unique period gem in a highly privileged location on Sant Pol beachfront.

lucasfox.com/go/cbr4341

Sea views, Garden, Parking,
Modernist building, Fireplace
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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